Analysis of a purely conductance-based stochastic nerve fibre model as applied to compound models of populations of human auditory nerve fibres used in cochlear implant simulations.
The study presents the application of a purely conductance-based stochastic nerve fibre model to human auditory nerve fibres within finite element volume conduction models of a semi-generic head and user-specific cochleae. The stochastic, threshold and temporal characteristics of the human model are compared and successfully validated against physiological feline results with the application of a mono-polar, bi-phasic, cathodic first stimulus. Stochastic characteristics validated include: (i) the log(Relative Spread) versus log(fibre diameter) distribution for the discharge probability versus stimulus intensity plots and (ii) the required exponential membrane noise versus transmembrane voltage distribution. Intra-user, and to a lesser degree inter-user, comparisons are made with respect to threshold and dynamic range at short and long pulse widths for full versus degenerate single fibres as well as for populations of degenerate fibres of a single user having distributed and aligned somas with varying and equal diameters. Temporal characteristics validated through application of different stimulus pulse rates and different stimulus intensities include: (i) discharge rate, latency and latency standard deviation versus stimulus intensity, (ii) period histograms and (iii) interspike interval histograms. Although the stochastic population model does not reduce the modelled single deterministic fibre threshold, the simulated stochastic and temporal characteristics show that it could be used in future studies to model user-specific temporally encoded information, which influences the speech perception of CI users.